Abstract-Over the last decade, significant advances have been made in compilation technology and microprocessor architectures for capitalizing on instructionlevel parallelism (ILP). While most of the processors containing superscalar, VLIW and SIMD structures that are well matched to the needs and capabilities of the ILP compilers are targeted at embedded applications, the majority of all ILP compilation work has been conducted in the context of general-purpose computing. As a consequence, there currently exists a gap between the compiler community and embedded application developers. We present a quantitative benchmark selection and validation technique to close the gap. It is based on more quantitatively rigorous metrics to accurately measure usefulness and effectiveness of benchmarks. We assemble a collection of DSP and communication applications written in a high-level language. An experimental selection of benchmarks from the collected applications is conducted and its applicability and usefulness are verified through an application specific system synthesis.
I. INTRODUCTION
As computer hardware and software systems become increasingly more complex, testing and simulation tend to replace verification and validation. Since developers have to address the issues of correctness and performance at the same time, benchmarks play a more critical role than ever in complex system development processes. From the system synthesis point of view, optimizing synthesis efforts to poorly designed benchmarks can be very costly due to the resource-restricted nature of embedded systems.
Most benchmarks designed to evaluate DSP systems have mainly been composed of a mix of low level kernels or small hand-written applications in assembly language [13, 15, 161. Many general-purpose processors with so-called multimedia extensions were mainly motivated and developed by benchmarks based on the kernels. Two major problems have been raised concerning the validity and usefulness of the existing benchmarks. First, quality and performance of the existing benchmarks in system development or system synthesis have never been reported. Second, the existing benchmarks does not adequately reflect major advances in architecture and compiler tech-105 nology.
Modern advances in compiler technology for instruction-level parallelism (ILP) have significantly increased the ability of a compiler to capitalize on the opportunities for parallel execution that exist in various programs [9] . At the same time, a number of new microprocessor architectures have been introduced. They present the hardware structures that nicely matches with most ILP compilers. Architectural enhancements found in commercial products include predicated instruction execution, VLIW execution and a split register file. Multi-gauge arithmetic (or variable-width SIMD) is found in many mediaprocessors. Most of the multimedia extensions of general-purpose processors also adopt this architectural enhancement. The majority of ILP research, however, has focused on general-purpose computing, and in particular the integer SPEC benchmarks. As a consequence, there currently exists a gap between the compiler community and embedded application developers.
We present a quantitative benchmark selection and validation technique to close the gap. It is based on more quantitatively rigorous metrics to accurately measure usefulness and effectiveness of benchmarks. We assemble a collection of DSP and communication applications written in a high-level language. First, we characterize collected applications by measuring a number of run-time characteristics of the program. And then we develop an algorithm to select a subset of collected applications. An experimental selection of benchmarks from the collected applications is conducted and its applicability and usefulness are verified through experimental application specific system synthesis.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 discusses the relevant previous works and our contributions in the area. Preliminary materials including applications of a benchmark suite, quantitative benchmark selection criteria, and tools used in this work are described in Section 111. Section IV briefly discusses the global design flow of a media benchmark suite. Section V presents the approach used for collecting media applications and explains key components of each application. After metrics measured and used to characterize an application are briefly discussed, run-time characteristics of all the applications are given in the section. Section VI presents a benchmark selection approach. Section VI1 presents an experimental media benchmark selection and an experimental core-based system synthesis based on the selected benchmark suite is discussed. Finally, Section VI11 draws conclusions.
CoUechng and analyzing media applicatianr 11. PREVIOUS WORKS AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS Most DSP system evaluation has been focused on assembly language or the use of very small kernels [16] . Saghir et al. developed a mix of low level kernels and small applications with the goal of compiler evaluation and system synthesis [14] . This suite emphasizes kernel codes and low-level filter operations. Furthermore, no clear measurement is made to establish the value of the new code base.
A number of researchers have used benchmark suites to drive automatic synthesis of embedded systems [4, 61. However, we know of no study that quantitatively evaluated the quality and performance of a benchmark suite. Without this step, it is unclear what the benefit of the benchmark suite is.
The quantitative media benchmark design effort presented in this paper is the first to focus on complete applications for multimedia and communications systems, as well as the first to use only applications written in a highlevel language in order to stress compilation technology. Furthermore, this paper presents a philosophy for benchmark design that is more rigorous, and consequently well tested, than ad hoc methods used previously.
Idsnuiymg relevant paramelus for application characrenzalion collected media applicarionr
PRELIMINARIES
This section presents the reasoning and goals of the quantitative approach to benchmark selection. Conventional wisdom, and a history of benchmarking, suggests that benchmarks serve a number of purposes throughout design, simulation, implementation, and testing phase of computer systems development. The primary objective in designing benchmark suite is to select a set of applications in a domain in such a way that it can satisfy all the prescribed purposes. Through rigorous analysis of objectives, we identified quality criteria that guide benchmark design: relevancy, compactness, comprehensiveness, and resolvability. A benchmark suite should be based on real applications representing their full diversity and complexity. As it is prohibitively expensive to include a large number of applications in a benchmark suite, the size of a benchmark suite should be as small as possible while providing a certain degree of assurance that it covers applications in a domain comprehensively. A good benchmark set strikes balance between its size and comprehensiveness based on real life applications. Finally, a benchmark should result in a fair comparison among designs and approaches with good resolutions. In other words, we do not want all the benchmarks too easy or too difficult, which may result in We use a set of profiling, tracing, and simulation tools as well as compilers to conduct the application characterization experiments. We measure a set of metrics which computer architects generally agree are important.
Application characterization begins by executing each application under two different execution environments on two different processor architectures. The IMPACT tool suite [l] was used to collect execution characteristics for the HPPA processor architecture. We used a single-issue processor core along with a pair of direct-mapped 16KB caches. IMPACT provides cycle-level simulation of both the processor architecture and the implementation (see Run-time characteristics of programs were collected on the SPARC architecture using the SpixTools suite [2] , SHADE tracing environment [3], and DineroIII [8] . Figure l(b) shows the overall measurement flow of run-time characteristics. SpixTools is a collection of programs that allow instruction-level profiling of application programs. spix instruments application programs. As it runs, an instrumented program generates the program execution profile. spixstats analyzes the profile information and generates a summary of run-time statistics of the program.
SHADE is a library that provides uniform interfaces to tracing facilities. It allows users to define custom trace analyzers and thus collect rich information on runtime to generate memory reference traces and they are consumed by DineroIII. DineroIII simulates cache models specified by a user and measures a set of cache performance metrics such as miss rates, write-back counts, bus traffic amount, etc.
IV. DESIGN FLOW OF MEDIA BENCHMARK SUITE The global design flow of a media benchmark suite is shown in Figure 2 . The first step in benchmark design is to collect applications in a domain as diverse as possible. Although we do not claim that we have exhaustively collected all the media applications, we believe that the set of application used in this experiment represents reasonably good coverage of applications in the domain. The collected applications are instrumented, profiled, simulated and analyzed. We select a subset of measured metrics using a statistical method as relevant ones for use in benchmark selection. Finally, a subset of collected applications is selected as a media benchmark suite using a benchmark selection algorithm.
V. MEDIA APPLICATION COLLECTION
The set of media applications used in this experiment is composed of complete applications coded in C. The collection is composed of 21 applications culled from available image processing, communications and DSP applications. A brief summary of the collected applications and the set of data used are given in Table I .
We use the raw measurement numbers reported by the IMPACT suite to identify to relevant parameters characterizing applications. The IMPACT Lsim simulator provides a number of measurements such as IPC (instructions per cycle), BTB (branch target buffer) hit rate, cache hit rate, bus utilization, branch issue rate, and ALU issue rate. We expected media applications to provide less stress on instruction caches than other applications (e.g. SPECint) since the applications were generally intended for embedded execution. The expectation is verified by the simulation results.
The measurements made by SpixTools, DineroIII, and SHADE analyzers on SPARC are summarized in Table I1 and 111. Note that IPC numbers reported by the IMPACT Lsim and those of Table I1 are not the same in nature. The former is reported by Lsim accounting all the architectural details such as BTB, cache, etc. The latter is computed based on raw performance numbers reported by SpixTools assuming perfect cache. The formula is given by
where IC stands for total instruction count, Nop nop count, and annulled squashed instruction count. Table I11 shows an analysis of ALU operations. ALU ops column displays the percentage of integer ALU operations. The percentage of ALU operations involving an immediate value are in the next column. In the final four columns, integer ALU operations associated with memory operation (i.e. store) and their breakdown in terms of their operation width. By "integer ALU operations asso- VI. QUANTITATIVE BENCHMARK SELECTION The goal of benchmark selection is achieving the same or similar quality and performance in benchmarking as using all the applications in a targeted domain. The selection problem is formulated as an optimization problem and the validity of the formulation and its solution is verified by experimental results.
The basic idea of quantitative benchmark selection methodology is finding a minimum subset of applications in an application domain space using the notion of optimization. The quality of the selected benchmarks should be measured quantitatively and by maximizing the measured quality, we can find a subset which best characterizes the application domain. As an example, Figure  3 shows a conceptual domain space. Each application is numerically characterized and plotted in the application space. The example shows five candidate benchmarks indicated by shaded dots.
The benchmark selection problem is informally described as follows:
"A sufficiently large set of N applications is given and each application is numerically characterized by a set of relevant properties. The task is to select k applications which according to some quantitative criteria are the best representatives of all applications."
We now define the problem using more formal GareyJohnson format. where
and d(ri, y j ) refers to a distance function from ri to yj." The size of a benchmark set is determined by an iterative test that examines the effect of selecting a certain size by measuring total distances from each application to selected applications as given by the expression (2). We continue the set size determination process until we reach a point where the set size strikes balance between the economy of benchmarks and its effectiveness. We compute and compare the total distances incrementing the size one at a time until we get no significant improvement by adding more applications to the benchmark set. The benchmark set size problem is formally given by "Given a set of N applications X = {~l i
where Dk is given by the expression (2) and p refers to a target ratio."
We proved that the quantitative benchmark selection problem is NP-complete by using polynomial "local replacement" transformation from a special instance of the MIN-MAX MULTICENTER problem where the selected points are from the set of the available points.
The overall procedure for the quantitative development of benchmarks which includes a general combinatorial optimization technique known as simulated annealing [lo] , is given by the pseudo-code in Figure 4 . We use the standard geometric cooling schedule. The benchmark set is validated using the resubstitution technique [ 5 ] . A number of randomly chosen applications are eliminated from the application collection from which the original benchmark set is selected. And then a new benchmark set is selected. By comparing the new benchmark set with the original by the weighted bipartite matching technique, we can statistically validate the selected benchmark set. We use the Hungarian Method 2121 for the matching problem.
VII. SELECTED APPLICATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF BENCHMARKS
We select a subset of applications using parameters obtained on SPARC. Instruction count, IPC, miss rates, and bus trafEc used to characterize applications. Out of 21 applications, 6 applications are selected: G.721 encoder, Pegwit decryption, PGP encryption, Texgen, EPIC encoder, and MPEG decoder. Evaluation of the selected media benchmarks is conducted by using them to drive a system-on-a-chip synthesis experiment. If the resulting systems are the same then we know that the suite demonstrates value to the practice of designing embedded systems.
The synthesis process adopted here is similar to those currently being pursued in the CAD research community [ll] . The fundamental goal of this experiment is to evaluate the usefulness of the selected benchmarks, not to present a fundamental new approach to system synthesis.
One of the most pressing demands on embedded system designers is to reduce cost, in large part through reducing die size. Because of this concern, we have decided to focus on a system with a simple single-issue RISC processor core and on-chip cache memories. The synthesis experiment will optimize the cache architecture in order to maximize the ratio of performance to cost. The equation used to evaluate performance/cost is:
where IC is the instruction count, Core the area of processor core, Cache the cache area, M the cache miss count, and P the cache miss penalty.
By effectively normaIizing to an IPC, this expression avoids the problem of application weighting that would be introduced with a direct Delay*Cost measure. The SpixTools are used to measure the raw instruction count for each application. The core is based on the IBM 40x PowerPC cores, with an estimated size of 8mm2 in 0.5um technology. Cache area is calculated using the Cache Design Tools [7] . Two models exist for miss penalty: criticalword first and full-line blocking. We assume that the external memory bus is wide enough to satisfy a fundamental read operation with a single transaction. Thus, the penalty for a miss under the critical word first model is simply the main memory latency. For the experiments here we use a value of 10 clocks. This experiment is focused on sizing the cache memory. Each cache is direct mapped with 16-byte lines. The instruction and data caches were independently sized between l KB and 16 KB. The area cost for each cache configuration can be fixed statically, while each application has a different performance level. Performance measures were calculated for each application on each of the 25 cache configurations, using the base spix instruction counts and cache performance numbers generated by DineroIII. The Performance/Cost numbers for each configuration were aggregated through the arithmetic mean. The results of this experiment are shown in Table IV and  V for all applications and Table VI and VI1 for the selected benchmarks. The discrepancies between the two cases are less than 4% for both IPC numbers and Performance/Cost numbers. The benefits of having a smaller set of quantitatively selected applications to drive the synthesis effort include greatly reduced simulation time and a higher level of confidence that the synthesis result is reasonably good.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A benchmark selection algorithm is introduced and an experimental benchmark set is selected. Evaluation of the selected media benchmarks is conducted by using them to drive a system-on-a-chip synthesis experiment. A traditional experiment was conducted to optimize system Performance/Cost across a range of cache configurations. The resulting optimization surfaces for all application and the selected benchmarks implies the benchmark set is very effective and efficient in driving the synthesis effort, thus demonstrating the applicability and usefulness. 
